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Windows Communication Foundation 4 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), alongside Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), has become part of the primary framework for building the next wave of business applications for the Microsoft Windows operating system. WCF provides the underpinning technology driving distributed solutions...
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Git Version Control Cookbook: Leverage version control to transform your development workflow and boost productivity, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A series of practical recipes to simplify the Git learning experience and increase your productivity when using Git version control

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore practical recipes to use Git's most advanced features
	
			Learn how Git references its objects and how history is...
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Art of RAW Conversion: How to Produce Art-Quality Photos with Adobe Photoshop CS2 and Leading RAW ConvertersNo Starch Press, 2006
The RAW file format used by digital cameras is essentially the raw data that a camera captures when it takes a photo. RAW files allow the digital photographer to edit and manipulate their photos with less data loss than in other file formats (such as JPEG). There are many RAW conversion tools, and it's often a good idea to use more than one to get...
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Creating Development Environments with VagrantPackt Publishing, 2013

	Vagrant is a tool for building complete development environments. With an easy-to-use workflow and focus on automation, Vagrant lowers development environment setup time, increases development/production parity, and makes the "it works on my machine" excuse a thing of the past.


	"Creating Development Environments with...
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Pro GitApress, 2014

	Pro Git (Second Edition) is your fully-updated guide to Git and its usage in the modern world. Git has come a long way since it was first developed by Linus Torvalds for Linux kernel development. It has taken the open source world by storm since its inception in 2005, and this book teaches you how to use it like a pro.

...
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XForms EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
XForms Essentials is an introduction and  practical guide to the new XForms specification. Written by Micah Dubinko, a  member of the W3C XForms working group and an editor of the specification, the  book explains the how and why of XForms, showing readers how to take advantage  of them without having to write their...
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Building Websites with OpenCmsPackt Publishing, 2004
OpenCms is an open-source enterprise-grade content management system based on Java and XML technology, and is designed specifically for creating and maintaining websites. It provides a full set of tools for dealing with content creation, editorial workflow, publishing, and versioning.

In this book we will take you through the process of...
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Photoshop CS3 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's Guide (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
Set up an effective workflow and set your imagination free
If you're like most artists, the idea of structuring your work may seem at odds with true creativity, but you'll be surprised to learn from digital imaging expert Tim Grey that just the opposite is true. This latest edition of his bestselling guide to Photoshop shows you how proper...
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Office and SharePoint 2007 User's Guide: Integrating SharePoint with Excel, Outlook, Access and Word (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2008
Web sites. Collaboration. Document management. Paperless offices. We want it all in business today, but how do you achieve all of these goals? More importantly, if you work for one of the millions of small to medium–sized businesses, how do you find the time and build the expertise necessary to reach these goals? Even the most powerful tool...
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Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Organizations find that it's the business process that constitutes the heart of an enterprise

	and is a differentiating factor. They've found that it's the processes that make or break an

	enterprise. Operational efficiency is a differentiating factor, and research shows that it's the

	processes that provide operational...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions



	Book...
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Salesforce CRM Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 40 recipes to make effective use of Salesforce CRM with the use of hidden features, advanced user interface techniques, and real-world solutions


	Overview

	
		Implement advanced user interface techniques to improve the look and feel of Salesforce CRM
	
		Discover hidden features and hacks that...
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